Abstract. Evaluating surgical skill is a time consuming, subjective, and difficult process. This paper compares two methods of identifying the skill level of a subject given motion data from a benchtop surgical task. In the first method, we build discrete Hidden Markov Models at the task level, and test against these models. In the second method, we build discrete Hidden Markov Models of surgical gestures, called surgemes, and evaluate skill at this level. We apply these techniques to 57 data sets collected from the da Vinci surgical system. Our current techniques have achieved accuracy levels of 100% using task level models and known gesture segmentation, 95% with task level models and unknown gesture segmentation, and 100% with the surgeme level models in correctly identifying the skill level. We observe that, although less accurate, the second method requires less prior label information. Also, the surgeme level classification provided more insights into what subjects did well, and what they did poorly.
Introduction
Human motion is stochastic in nature. A person performing a repeatable task multiple times (e.g. drawing a straight line) would generate different motion measurements (ie. forces, velocities, positions, etc.) despite the fact that the measurements represent the the same task performed with the same level of skill. The goal of skill modeling is to uncover and measure the underlying characteristics of skill hidden in measurable motion data.
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Dexeme Level m4 m1 m2 m4 m5 m3 Fig. 1 . A hierarchical decomposition of surgical motion. Modeling can be done on tasks (e.g. suturing), their decomposition into surgemes (e.g. needle pulling), and even more primitive motion elements called dexemes.
In this paper, we focus on modeling and assessing surgical technical skill. Current techniques for surgical skill assessment include descriptive statistics (time, path length, number of motions), morbidity rates, and checklists [1, 2] . However, these methods require manual interpretation, lack flexibility, and are time consuming and labor intensive. We note that, robotic surgery, in particular, is known to have a steep learning curve and be difficult to teach [3] . However, robotic surgery is reported to be the fastest growing segment of computer aided surgical systems -an industry expected to grow to $2 billion by the year 2010 [4] . Thus, automated assessment and training will have a potentially high impact in this area.
In what follows, we make extensive use of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) for statistical modeling of time-series motion data as a basis for skill assessment. HMMs are statistical models used to determine hidden parameters from observed data. An HMM can either be continuous or discrete. A discrete HMM, which is used in this work, is represented by λ = (A, B, Π) where A is the state transition probability distribution matrix, B is the observation symbol probability distribution matrix, and Π is the initial state distribution [5] . They are extensively developed in the area of speech recognition [5] and have proved useful in studying teleoperation and human skill evaluation for nonsurgical tasks [6] [7] [8] [9] . Recently, HMMs have been used in laparoscopic [10] and virtual simulators [11, 12] to classify the skill of a surgeon. Motivated by these studies, we propose building HMMs driven by expertise examples on teleoperated robotic systems. In prior work [13, 14] , it has been proposed that surgical tasks can be broken down into a hierarchy of more primitive gestures, sometimes referred to as "surgemes" (Figure 1 ). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that has analyzed surgical models on the surgeme level. Thus, we are evaluating if skill at the task level or at the surgeme level provides more accuracy or information. At either level, we may also explore whether knowing the underlying surgeme information at training and/or testing [10] provides significant additional information. Figure 2 is a general block diagram of building skill models.
Training
Labeled Labeled Unlabeled Testing Labeled Unlabeled Unlabeled Surgeme Level 1a 1b 1c Task Level 2a 2b 2c Table 1 . Possible combinations of labeling information and level of skill evaluation.
In this paper, we develop skill-dependent HMM models for three levels of surgical expertise, novice, intermediate, and expert. We define an expert as a practicing surgeon with more than 100 hours of clinical surgical robotic experience. An intermediate as either a fellow or resident surgeon with less than 100 hours of surgical robotic experience, and a novice as a non-surgeon with no prior robotic experience. As shown in Table 1 this leads to six possible approaches to surgical skill evaluation. We then explore the relationships between three of these problem settings: (Fig. 3) . We make use of the motion vocabulary defined in [13] which consists of (0) idle position, (1) reach for needle, (2) position needle, (3) inset needle through tissue, (4) transferring needle from left to right, (5) moving to center with needle in gripper, (6) pulling suture with left hand, (7) pulling suture with right, and (8) orienting needles. Idle motion time at the start and end of the trial (motion 0) was not used for data analysis. In order to have ground truth for training and validation, our data set was manually segmented based on the above surgeme motions. Not all trials were required to use all surgemes in the motion vocabulary. Trials times varied between 45 to 130 seconds.
Task-Level Skill Modeling
The aim of this paper is to create an HMM λ = (A, B, Π) that describes the surgical performance made by surgeons of various skill levels and to create a metric to evaluate surgical performance.
Data Preprocessing The 14 vector continuous motion observations were postprocessed into a discrete alphabet using vector quantization techniques similar to [6] . We first apply a Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) on each of the 14 velocity signals, x(t), over a 400 ms window every 200 ms to filter the high frequency data.
ST F T {x(t)} ≡ X(t, ω)
where w(d) = 1 if 0 < d < 200ms and 0 otherwise. The STFT was chosen because it is able to extract useful features from time series data and, when applied over a sliding window in the time domain, was able to retain the time localization of events from the original data. The amplitudes of the lower 4 STFT coefficients were then concatenated to form a new 56 (14 velocity channels by 4 STFT coefficients) dimensional feature vector. Then we used the K-means algorithm [16] to search for a small number of cluster centers within each of the 9 states. These cluster centers form a so-called codebook. We chose a 64 symbol codebook based on empirical testing with values of 32, 64, and 128.
HMM Task Models
From the discretized signals, we trained two families of Hidden Markov Model for each skill level (expert λ s1 , intermediate λ s2 , and novice λ s3 ) using the Matlab statistics toolbox [17] . In one family, we trained "true" Hidden Markov Models (2c) for each skill level using the Baum-Welch algorithm and no prior training labels. We chose 9 states to match the number of surgeme labels, but we allowed the generalized Expectation Maximization algorithm to uncover the best structure of the hidden states. For Hidden Markov Models with states as surgemes (2a), we concatenated each observation with its surgeme label. Because the underlying states were known, we did not need to perform Baum-Welch, but rather could directly calculate the transition and emission tables.
Evaluation Method Given an observed output sequence O test and a skill model λ s , maximum log likelihood, log P (O s |λ s ) was used to identify skill as
where λ se ,λ si ,λ sn are the expert, intermediate, and novice models for each trial, respectively. Following [5, 10] , we also define a relative distance between a skill model λ s and a model trained from the testing data λ test based on the sequence of test observations
where 
Surgeme-Level Skill Modeling
Data Preprocessing The continuous motion values were discretized using a K-means algorithm with 8 cluster centers. The data was segmented into smaller motion blocks using the known manual surgeme labels, yielding a large set of observation subsequences for each surgeme.
HMM Surgeme Models
Three HMM expertise models for each surgeme were computed, totaling 24 skill models. We used 8 states after comparable results running the system with three, eight, and fourteen states.
Evaluation Method
In order to classify a test sequence as a particular skill level, we used Equation 2, where now λ s is the trained surgeme expertise models and O test is the observations from each surgeme occurrence. Each surgeme occurrence would have a corresponding skill label. Each test trial now has a skill label associated to each surgeme occurrence. Majority voting was used on the test sequence labels, L t , to classify the skill of that trial. In the event of a tie between skill levels, the maximum of the surgeme log-likelihood average was chosen. o test the accuracy of the surgeme-based classification method, we performed a leave-oneout cross validation. In each round, one occurrence of a surgeme was left out for testing while the remaining occurrences of that surgeme was used to train an HMMs for each class. Out of the 1011 total surgeme occurrences, experts were correctly classified 75% (233/311), intermediates 59% (206/347), and novices 76% (268/353). For each expertise and surgeme, we present the number of correctly identified skill labels over the total number of occurrences of that surgeme ( Table 2 ). The diagonal shows the correctly labeled surgemes. Reading across the matrix rows indicates the frequency of correctly classifying the skill of a surgeme and the frequency of it misclassified at another skill level. All rows sum to 1.
Results

Experiment 1: Surgeme-Level HMM versus Task-Level HMM
The data indicate that: (1) certain surgemes, such as 2, 4, 6, are indicative of skill based on high classification rates across all three skill levels, (2) other surgemes, such as 1, are not indicative of skill because the discrimination between skill levels is low, and (3) there are surgemes that are infrequently used by skill groups, such as surgemes 5,7,8 for an expert, suggesting that those are intermediate positioning moves. These results correlate to the distribution of time spent in each surgeme according to expertise. We found that regardless of the expertise level, most of the time was spent in surgeme 2 (Reaching for needle), then 3 (positioning needle), then 6 (Moving to center with needle in gripper). Incidentally, we also found that these surgemes were the ones that had the highest number of surgeme occurrences. Intermediate skill was most difficult to classify correctly on the surgeme occurrence level as it had the highest percentage of misclassification overall, indicating that skill might be more accurately modeled as a scale instead of discrete classes. Assessing the surgemes in the context of their trials, we found that this evaluation system correctly labeled 100% of the trials. We found a 95% classification accuracy rate of the task-level with unknown states (BW) through 19 rounds of leave one out. In each round one trial from each class was left out. HMMs were built for each expertise and each left one trial out testing. Three expert trials were misclassified as a novice.
Distance of Left Out Expert Trials to
Experiment 2: Task-Level Hidden Markov Model with Known (KS) versus Unknown States (BW)
We performed 19 rounds of leave-one-out testing to determine the accuracy of this classification method. In each round, one trial from each class was left out. HMMs were built for each expertise and each left out test trial was tested using KS methods compared to BW. Even evaluating the state transition diagrams, we see a qualitative difference between the movements of experts and novices ( Figure 5 ). For the KS transition diagram, as surgeon skill increases; the graph of their movements becomes more directed. The expert surgeon accomplished a task using relatively few movements whereas the novice made more errors during the task causing them use extraneous motions and started over in the initial states.
There is still a difference between the expert and novice models using the BaumWelch algorithm where the states are hidden. Even though the states do not correspond to the labeled surgemes it can still be observed that the expert model is less connected than the novice model. This shows that the movements of experts are more directed and less prone to erroneous or unnecessary movements. Figure 4 shows the average distance over the 19 rounds of the expert, intermediate and novice trials being generated by each expertise model. The first of the three sets of bars represents the BW algorithm, and the second the KS algorithm. Each skill level had the minimum distance when compared against its own model. The intermediate skill level surgeon has a smaller distance to the expert than the novice surgeon. This seems to confirm that intermediate surgeons actually do perform the tasks in a manner that is closer to the expert than the novice does. KS yielded 100% trial classification accuracy which is an improvement over the 95% classification using BW. 
Discussion and Conclusions
This paper addresses the problem of evaluating skill using continuous velocity data from the da Vinci system. Vector quantization techniques were used to discretize the data to train discrete Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). These experiments show that HMMs are a useful method to classify skill of an unknown trial based on maximum likelihoods to various trained skill models. Using the parsed motion segments, correct classification of each occurrence of a surgeme showed that surgemes that were more commonly used were more indicative of skill. Taking a scoring of all the labels during a trial, surgemelevel models achieved 100% correct classification over our 57 datasets. The task-level HMM with unknown states correctly classified 94.7% of the trials. We further analyzed the task-level HMMs by comparing the "true" HMM built from unlabeled data with HMMs using labeled surgemes as states. Interestingly, we found that classification of trials using HMMs surgemes as states increased to 100%. This indicates that we would be able to input raw data into the evaluator without any prior labels and correctly classify skill almost as well.
There are several extensions of this work. More importantly, this method can correctly identify skill but does not answer how a novice model can move towards an expert model. The categorization of an intermediate surgeon is somewhat ambiguous since it is a class that is between an expert and novice. It is interesting to note that the analysis was able to detect what appears to be a slight learning curve in the intermediate data. Thus, this may be an area of future investigation to pinpoint where novices and experts differ during a trial and reinforce correct technique. We will need to better understand the surgeme representation to analyze which surgemes are the most important and most indicative of skill. In the near future, we intend to evaluate our methods with a larger, more variable database of surgical motions we have recently collected.
